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iTopsoft DVD Copy is a powerful utility to create perfect DVD backups, using specialized
transposing technology, as high quality and user-friendly are the basic requirement for
iTopsoft. It performs a variety of functions, including DVD copying, DVD protection removing
and variety formats supporting

Perfect Copy Quality
RC-free and CSS-free, remove DVDS’ protection.
Easy usage and Fast Copy
days free trial.

Key Features

Perfect Copy Quality
Real DVD copy enables you to preserve the movies or cartoons as the original. Besides, you
can preserve it into several copies with the same performance.

RC-free and CSS-free, remove DVDS’ protection.
ITopsoft DVD Copy can remove the DVDs’ copy protected smoothly. Support all region discs
and css discs; remove region protection and css protection. It also allows users to use the
files without warning screen and watermark, copy DVD same as the original one.

Easy usage and Fast Copy
User-friendly interface, just one click copy, without and complicated setting. Fast copy
enables you to copy a movie which is 2hours long in half an hour.

Others:
Free trial for 14days Free technical support.

DVD copying:
enable you to copy your DVDs to ISO files, which is variable for you to play on PC. Besides,
you can preserve it in your disc, or move it to other players as you want.

DVD protection removing:
iTopsoft DVD Copy can remove the DVD protections, such as CSS, RC and so on.

Formats supporting:
It supports all popular formats: DVD, IFO. It is published by itopsoft.com, it is a shareware.

More Time Computing, Less Time Solving Computer Problems
Spyware infection can slow you down while online, or even prevent you from using your PC.
ITopsoft Anti-Spyware quickly provides maximum protection with minimal interaction. Our
completely upgraded user interface makes it easier than ever for users of all abilities to stay
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protected. With an easy-to-use console and customizable options, ITopsoft Anti-Spyware
makes scanning for spyware a breeze.

System  Requirements

CPU: Intel CPU with 350 MHz and MMX, or AMD CPU with 450 MHz and 3Dnow! or
higher
Memory: 64MB RAM or more
Operation System: Microsoft Windows 98/98SE/ME, Windows NT/2000/2003,
Windows XP, Windows Vista
Devices: All DVD-ROM drives, All DVD writer drives
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